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Custom Art 

FAQ&A
Process  Please carefully read this document, complete the form, and email it and your photos to 

thehuman@spoodlesdoodles.com

 I’ll confirm receipt, review form and photos, and let you know if additional reference material. I 
will coordinate with you understand your ideas and will send your cost. Work begins when your 
payment has cleared.  Art is created by the following process a) sketching, b) inking, c) coloring, 
d) creating objects/settings, e) compositing elements, and f) adding text bubbles or captions. At
various times you will have the opportunity to comment. Simple adaptations are included in your
cost however based on what type of work I’ve completed and how “easy” it is to go back and alter
parts, other charges may be incurred.

Cost  List prices are estimates. Standard Poodles are my specialty; purebred dogs are usually straight-
forward however non-canine/feline pets and mixed-breeds may cost more as each is very unique 
and takes additional time. Cost estimates are based on the quality and quantity of photos and 
details of information. Changes to art such as change of angle, complete change of color or mark-
ings, new settings, added objects or other pets will be billed separately. 

 Costs for alterations, art, setting, angle/position, color, etc. will be billed at final approval. After 
payment has cleared, your print and/or other products will be ordered. Costs do not include tax, 
shipping, rush charges or other fees.  

What you get  Your price includes a low resolution digital file for on-line personal (email, social media, profile art, 
etc.) and one art print centered on an 11” x 17” sheet so you are able to cut it to your frame require-
ments. For an additional cost, custom art can be applied on products found in our ETSY store or, if 
possible, other special requests.

Timing  A typical project takes approximately 2-3 weeks for completed art and your digital file is available 
at that time; the print generally will arrive in 7-10 days. Other size prints and products in our shop 
usually arrive between 2-3 weeks based on vendor schedule and where it ships from. Times may 
vary during holiday season. 

Non pets  Sorry, I don’t do humans except the standard memorial custom piece found on the shop. At my 
discretion I might be able to customize the back of your human for that art however it depends on 
photo materials and will be an additional charge.

$60-$80 one pet in simple setting$45-$55 one Pet + object $90-300 Multiple pets, panels, settings, etc. 
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Today’s date 

My Name and what my pet ‘calls’ me 

 

My pet’s breed/type 

My pet’s proper name 

Nicknames I/we call our pet 

I/we live (City/State; urban/rural)  

Other humans in our house 

 

Other animals in our house 

 

My pet loves this person the best 

My pet interacts with their family and friends in this way 

 

 

 

 

 

About our family 
please use one form per pet
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My pet loves this food 

My pet hates this food 

My pet loves these activities 

My pet hates these activities 

 

 

My pet loves this/these toy/s 

My pet hates this/these toy/s 

 

My pet destroys 

My pet is scared of  

 

My pet  makes me laugh when … 

 

My pet makes me mad when … 

 

My pet  does this weird thing(!) … 

 

 

You should also know 
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your photos are the most important part!  
Most extra charges can be avoided by you sending excellent photo references.

To capture your pet’s personality I study body shape and size and other details such as type of hair/fur, coloring, 
grooming style and standard collars, etc. If you are looking for your ‘favorite’ photo to be reproduced we won’t 
be a good fit! 

PRIMARY PHOTOS

•  Photos should be at your pet’s eye level. 
Adults often take photos from above. 
Choose ones that are like the view of 
another pet or small child. 

•  Send a minimum of 8-10 good quality, 
uncropped photos that clearly show what 
your pet is doing or reacting to.

•  Send as many as possible with pet’s entire 
body from tip of nose to tip of tail and all 
four feet. 

•  Send multiple photos taken on different days 
that show the same trait (crossed paws, ball 
in mouth, etc.).

•  For multiple pets, choose several photos 
showing how they consistently interact 
(spooning, back-to-back, etc.). 

Secondary PHOTOS I’d Love to See

•  Ones taken from above or odd angles. 

•   Ones in dim or bright light that may be too 
close, too far away, blurry, in motion, and/or 
with body parts cropped out.

•  Ones that are close-ups and sent for specif-
ic reasons (like a special marking or collar) 
should be explained. For example, “This 
is for you to see their collar/tags, specific 
markings, etc.”.

•  Be sure to send favorite locations (couch, 
crate, patio, counter surfing, in a cage, on a 
perch, etc.) 

 
As seen below, if you can provide photos or 
links to actual products/brands you will see 
better results.
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